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White:
Chardonnay „eins zu eins“ Kabinett 0,75l 28€
Weingut A. Diehl, Pfalz
in bouquet .avours of acacia, pear, a bit nut, lemon and grapefruit. The nose translates to the palate; juicy, harmonious and balanced.  

Prachstück Weissweincuvee KuhbA 0,75l 34€
Weingut Metzger, Pfalz
67% Weissburgunder, 33% Chardonnay. A lot of fruit and fresh fragrant in the nose. Yellow stone fruit and atouch of spiciness emphasize 

the character. Juicy on the palate, lively and a touch of minerals, uncomplicated. On the other fresh and charming.

Lugana Prestige D.O.P. 0,75l 44€
Azienda Agricola Ca Maiol, Lombardei
In the nose unfold this Lugana Prestige a harmonious and clear Bouquet with .avous of green apples, pineapple and limes paired with 

subtle thyme nuancen. At the palante is this !nesse white wine from the Lombardei marked as elegant and punchy. 

Grüner Veltliner Federspiel Terrassen QW0,75l 35€
Erz. Abf. Domäne Wachau, Dürnstein
clear green-yellow; stron in the nose with .avours of white pepper , !ne herbs, exotic fruits and yellow apples. 

At the palante: vibrant acidity, harmonious and juicy, fruity and spicy !nish.

Divino Grauer Burgunder trocken Q.b.A.0,75l 55€
Erz.Abf. Winzergen. Nordh./M., Franken
!ne spicy fragrance of vanilla and honey with a touch of fresh fruits.  At the palante an opulent, expressive Wine with potential.

Rosé:
Campo delle Bardolino Chiaretto D.O.P. 0,75l 25€
„Ca´De Rocchi“ Tinazzi, Venetien
pink color, in the nose !ne scent of cherries and red berries. Fruity fresh, harmonious and soft at the palante.

Clarette Rosé trocken 0,75l 38€
Weingut Knipser, Pfalz
TheKnipser "Clarette" Rosé unleashed a mineral, refreshing !rework of these .avours at the palante. Crispy with an animating fruit acid 

and fresh strawberries again and again.

Red:
Incognito Q.b.A. trocken 0,75l 40€
Weingut Phillip Kuhn, Pfalz
wrapped in a elegant dark red, the new red shows itself with complex fruity .avours, which reminds you on cherries and black currants. 

Something deeper you will !nd a smokey and spicy .avour. At the palante it spreads a cosy feeling which re.ect in the fruity impressions in the nose. 

Corvina Garda D.O.C. 0,75l 29€
Abf. Cantina di Custoza, Venetien
ruby, at the palante balanced, in the nose very complex with a bit of almond.

Avantgarde Spätburgunder „Hölle“ 0,75l 55€
Erz. Abf. Bergdolt-Reif & Nett, Pfalz
Smell: spicy Pinot-nose, roasted aroma, a bit of strawberry. Taste: light coffee- and roast aromas, strawberry and blueberry, right tannins, 

a hint of thin .avours at the !nish

Zweigelt Reserve Barrique QW 0,75l 43€
Abf. Salzl, Österreich
purple re.exes, pleasant warm fruit, black oliv, liquorice, stewed cherries, raspberries, vanilla pod, light smokey nuances, 

leather but also spicy nuances like peppermint and essentials oils. At the palante very harmounious and round. 


